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A quantum computer can essentially solve another quantum system by simulating the action of its Hamiltonian. The study of algorithms mimicking the effect of arbitrary Hamiltonians with a quantum computer is therefore an active field of research. First, a very simple such algorithm suggested discretizing the time evolution under a generic Hamiltonian in a stroboscopic fashion [1], but the accuracy of this approximation was not satisfying. Soon, more advanced algorithms were developed, that eventually culminated in an approach called qubitization [2]. Qubitization is a sophisticated quantum algorithm that can simulate a Hamiltonian exactly. However, advancing simulation algorithms further and further, we have strayed far away from the simplicity of the discretized time evolution. Just as other modern algorithms, qubitization requires complicated, Toffoli-like quantum gates operating on many qubits. The decomposition of these gates into native operations would either require a large number of additional resources or yield algorithms with a long runtime [3]. Even after attempts to simplify the qubitization routine the problem still persists [4]. In this work, however, we decompose the qubitization algorithm differently, and so eliminate Toffoli gates entirely. The resulting algorithm is so simple, it solely relies on operations similar to what has already been demonstrated in a large experiment [5]. By utilizing concepts from fermionic quantum computing, qubitization is now as simple as a discrete time evolution while still encoding an exact Hamiltonian simulation. DOI: [https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevA.101.052329](https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevA.101.052329)
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